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Evaluating Performance of Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning
Duct Communication Channel at 60 GHz Using Ray Tracing
Esha Bangar* and Kamran Kiasaleh

Abstract—In this paper, we developed a 3-dimensional (3D) ray-tracing simulator using MATLAB
for establishing the viability of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) ducts as a reliable
communication channel for indoor communication at millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequencies. We
present theoretical analysis of image theory ray-tracing and provide the equations for total electric
ﬁeld due to diﬀerent rays undergoing reﬂections at the duct walls. We also computed the received
signal strength indicator (RSSI) for the dry and moisture-laden air ﬂowing through the HVAC ducts.
The ray-tracing results are compared with the experimental and theoretical results we obtained for
the HVAC ducts. With transmitter eﬀective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of 7 dBm, we obtain
RSSI which varies between −34 dBm and −53 dBm for dry atmospheric pressure and temperature of
1013.25 hPa and 294.26 K, respectively, and duct lengths of up to 8 m at 60 GHz.

1. INTRODUCTION
The demand for high data rates has increased exponentially due to the rapid growth in technology,
which justiﬁes an increased interest in the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) bands, including 60 GHz band.
However, there are several issues, which should be addressed to make the optimum use of the available
bandwidth in the mm-wave channels. A key concern is that the signals at higher frequencies suﬀer from
greater propagation losses, and, in general, are severely attenuated by physical barriers, such as walls,
doors, etc. in the indoor environment. Therefore, these barriers limit signal transmission to line-of-sight
(LOS) communication scenario, such as the one encountered in an indoor communication within a room
in the house.
In [1], we introduced the concept of HVAC ducts that can be used as a potential communication
channel. HVAC ducts are hollow cylindrical or square metal pipes that act as large waveguides through
which the mm-wave signal can travel without suﬀering much attenuation from the physical barriers or
time-varying factors, such as the movement of people, leading to many folds increase in the coverage
area and providing a non-LOS communication throughout a house or a building. We also calculated the
total number of modes present in straight HVAC ducts and the power associated with these modes [1].
We presented the theoretical channel frequency response as well. This paper also shows the experimental
results, such as signal to noise ratio (SNR), error vector magnitude (EVM), and bit error rate (BER),
which justify the use of HVAC duct as a viable communication medium. In [2], we investigated physical
channel parameters, such as power delay proﬁle and root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread related to a
straight as well as other shapes of an HVAC duct. In this work, we calculated and measured the mm-wave
HVAC duct channel frequency responses and its time counterpart, the impulse response, for the diﬀerent
shapes of HVAC ducts. We also calculated the theoretical received signal strength indicator (RSSI) for
the HVAC duct of diﬀerent bend angles and studied various dispersions (intramodal, intermodal, and
multipath dispersion) that occur inside the duct. To further gain insight, we compared the theoretical
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RSSI level to those obtained through experiments performed using Tensorcom chipsets with diﬀerent
shapes and lengths of HVAC ducts.
Authors in [3] present a comprehensive review on ray-tracing (RT) techniques, focusing on the
fundamental concepts and practical ray tracing algorithms. The paper describes the ray concept,
ray propagation phenomenon such as line-of-sight, reﬂection, transmission, diﬀusion, and scattering.
Diﬀerent ray-tracing algorithms, such as Fermat’s principle, image-method, shooting and bouncing
rays, and hybrid methods are discussed as part of this review paper. Authors also present the
diﬀerent categories of accelerator algorithms for the ray-tracing, such as space-division, 2-dimensional
simpliﬁcation, and graphic process unit (GPU) acceleration. In [4], researchers used RT simulation
to ﬁnd the channel properties for indoor communications. Authors used the results of RT to deﬁne a
deterministic channel impulse response. The authors in [5] deﬁned the channel propagation for a tunnel
using an RT algorithm and calculated the path-loss (PL) for diﬀerent shapes of tunnels based on the
ray-tracing technique. Due to the similarities in the tunnel and the HVAC duct environment, the results
of this paper are used here to analyze an HVAC channel. Channel propagation for a tunnel was also
explored by authors in [6] using the Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) algorithm and calculations for
electromagnetic loss based on the Fresnel’s law and UTD (Uniform Theory of Diﬀraction) were also
performed. The authors described a novel 3D simulator called RayLA using JAVA library and Java
open graphics library (JOGL) for the SBR algorithm. The study compares the experimental results to
the ray-tracing simulations performed for the tunnel at 2.4 GHz.
The study in [7] evaluated the performance of beamforming techniques in multi-user indoor
environment at the mm-wave frequency band using both measurements and RT simulations. Channel
impulse response was measured, and subsequently power level for the received signals was calculated
for diﬀerent locations of the receiver in a 21 m × 21 m room. Based on these measurement results,
various beam forming schemes were adopted, resulting in a beam search algorithm. Further, results of
the experiment were compared to the results of a custom 3D ray-tracing simulator. Authors proved
that ray-tracing is a reliable directional channel model for beamforming assessment and for real-time
assistance in the beam-searching phase.
The paper in [8] investigated the system level performance of mm-wave 60 GHz channels by
simulating a realistic living room scenario considering the eﬀects of human shadowing and three diﬀerent
types of antennas. Authors measured the channel impulse response (CIR) using a 3-dimensional (3D) RT
method. The results were then fed to a channel simulator to generate the performance ﬁgures. Authors
showed that it becomes eminently challenging to maintain the communication link due to the obstruction
of the LOS or due to the presence of multiple strong reﬂection paths using an omnidirectional antenna. It
was suggested to incorporate directional antenna with high gain capable of performing beamforming for
the 60 GHz indoor communication systems. In [9], a millimeter-wave quasi-deterministic (Q-D) channel
model for an in-room access scenarios were developed with double-directional channel measurements
using a custom developed channel sounder at 58.5 GHz. From the measured data, the multi-path
components were extracted, and an intra-cluster model was developed based on the actual physical
propagation paths to identify the scattering processes explicitly on the rough surfaces. Ray-tracing
simulations were performed and compared to the experimental results and authors found them to be
similar.
Several other authors [10–20] performed extensive channel sounding experiments for millimeter
wave channels in case of indoor communication environments, calculated the channel impulse response,
and characterized the path loss for the diﬀerent transmitter and receiver separations, human blockage,
obstructions in the form of walls, cabinets, and furniture. Authors in [11] also considered polarimetric
diﬀuse scattering channel model and recorded the channel measurements at 26 GHz and 60 GHz. As
the indoor environment can have several rough surfaces and edges, and when the signal impinges on
these surfaces scattering will take place, the authors explored the polarimetric diﬀuse scattering channel
measurements. Phased arrays were utilized by the authors in [12] to estimate the ray paths with the
knowledge of beam patterns of the phased arrays. Authors also performed ray-tracing simulation to
verify the results at mm-wave frequencies.
Since experimental measurements are not always feasible due to the high cost of mm-wave
transceivers, authors in [21–37] have also described various ray-tracing simulations based on SBR/IM.
Ref. [21] presents the propagation characteristics of mm-wave signals in the indoor radio channel based
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on the method of shooting and bouncing ray tracing/image method and analyzed the path-loss models,
received power and the root-mean-square delay spread. The paper also considers the line-of-sight
and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios and observes a path-loss exponent of 3.87 for NLOS scenario.
Authors in [22] performed a research on the transmission coverage area using ray-tracing simulations
for a train compartment and an indoor conference room. The transmitter was mounted on the ceiling
and the maximum transmitter-receiver separation distance considered was 8 m for which the received
signal is recorded to be −100 dBm.
To validate the viability of an HVAC duct as a communication channel, a precise study of the radio
propagation channel should be performed. One way to evaluate the HVAC duct channel characteristic
is to measure the CIR for various duct shapes and lengths. However, the ability to obtain the CIR
is limited because these measurements will be speciﬁc to the duct structure. Also, measurements can
be expensive in the mm-wave band as compared to the electromagnetic simulation approaches, such as
RT. RT simulations are widely adopted to estimate radio channels for tunnels, trains, and other indoor
environments, alleviating the burden of extensive ﬁeld measurements. By implementing a reliable 3DRT
approach, many useful physical parameters can be extracted. Also, the additional information such as
the angle of arrival, angle of departure, complex amplitude and delay of each multipath component can
be obtained by RT while acquiring such parameters through experimental measurements are generally
tedious. Moreover, the impact of antenna pattern and mutual coupling can be easily included in the RT
simulation. These capabilities make the RT approach a powerful tool to predict channel path-loss and
to calculate parameters such as SNR, EVM, and BER. Two major methods of implementing 3D RT are
image theory and SBR. For uniform structures such as HVAC ducts, RT via image theory will be easier
to implement, and will lead to a reduction in the simulation time. For a symmetrical structure, image
method is best suited as it can be easily extended to accommodate multiple reﬂections. The procedure
involves calculation of the image of the transmitter and the receiver from all the reﬂecting surfaces,
therefore, is recursive and can be easily implemented as a computer algorithm. SBR method attempts
to trace every ray path from the origin to the reception, considering a ray-tube structure for each ray
launched. It involves assumption of a sphere which can be divided into equal number of symmetric
surfaces which are considered as the ray-fronts. The method can consume more time depending on the
complexity of the geometry, further total number of rays received can be misrepresented. Accelerator
methods, which can signiﬁcantly reduce the time required for the simulation, can be implemented
for both image method and SBR, which involve space division, 2-dimensional simpliﬁcation and GPU
acceleration.
In this study, we developed an RT simulator based on image theory using MATLAB to study
the mm-wave HVAC duct communication channel. Our simulator incorporates antenna beamwidth to
estimate the accurate number of rays being launched. We also include an attenuation component to
represent atmospheric losses due to the temperature and moisture present in the air ﬂowing through the
HVAC ducts. The consideration of the printed half-wave dipole antenna is motivated by the fact that
such antennas provide large gain over a wide bandwidth and lend themselves to easy system integration.
The simulation accuracy is veriﬁed with the comparison between simulated and measured experiment
data using the Tensorcom WiGig compliant chipsets. The simulator is designed to speciﬁcally work only
for mm-wave frequencies and for symmetrical structures to reduce the simulation time considerably.
2. RAY-TRACING USING IMAGE METHOD
The RT method adopted in this paper is based on the ray optics which aims at solving Maxwell’s
equations with the assumption of operation limited to the mm-wave frequency band. This assumption
has a crucial eﬀect due to the large dimension of the HVAC duct compared to the wavelength of the
mm-wave band. The RT image theory method uses less computer memory due to the symmetrical
structure of the HVAC duct. We note that the number of incident rays and the angle of incidence
depend on the beamwidth of the printed dipole antenna. We consider the transmitter with a printed
half-wave dipole antenna with a beamwidth of ±30◦ .
The trajectory of the reﬂected rays is determined through the image method and Fermat’s principle
of the least time. The Fermat’s principle states that a ray will travel from the transmitter to the receiver
through a path, which will require the least possible time. Further using image method, we consider that
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a ray launched by the transmitter Tx will reach the receiver Rx after reﬂection from the duct boundary
if the image of the transmitter Txi (superscript “i” represents the transmitter image outside the HVAC
duct) can be connected to the receiver through a straight line, as shown in Fig. 1. In this case, the image
Txi is considered as a new transmitter. The same process can be applied to ﬁnd the ray path with multiple
reﬂections. The recursive procedure is implemented eﬃciently using MATLAB. All the rays launched
by the transmitter will always reach the receiver due to the symmetrical structure of the HVAC duct.
However, the rays will have diﬀerent path lengths, phase angles, and delays. Moreover, the electric ﬁeld
strength is reduced due to the reﬂection from the HVAC duct walls as the ray progresses. Therefore, the
magnitude of the reﬂected ﬁeld is determined by Fresnel’s equation whereas the propagation direction
is determined by the law of reﬂection. Unlike theoretical and empirical models, the RT method does
not provide simple formulas for the calculation of path loss. Hence, one has to resort to theoretical
calculation of path loss based on the value of the average pointing vector obtained from ray-tracing
simulation and the eﬀective area of the transmitting and receiving antenna.

Figure 1. Ray tracing with image method for HVAC duct.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF RAY-TRACING ALGORITHM
We consider an HVAC duct of diameter d (radius r = d/2) and the length L for the implementation
of ray tracing. Let the coordinates of Tx and Rx be (xT , yT , zT ) and (xR , yR , zR ), respectively. The
projection of the direct path from the transmitter to the receiver on the upper duct wall is represented
by pu and on the lower duct wall is represented by pl . In the case of a straight HVAC duct, pu = pl .
Consider a ray which has one reﬂection point R1 between the transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx . The
distance between the transmitter image Txi and R1 is assumed to be pu1 , and the distance between R1
and the receiver Rx is assumed to be pu2 . Therefore, pu = pu1 +pu2 . The incident angle which the ray
makes with the upper duct wall is given as


pu1
(1)
θu1 = arctan
d − zT
The reﬂected angle which the ray makes with the upper duct wall is given as


pu2
θu1 = arctan
d − zR
From Eqs. (1) and (2), we get,

(2)

pu
(3)
2d − zT − zR
The circular dimension of the HVAC duct will be very small compared to the length of the duct.
However, the wavelength of the mm-wave is even smaller than the circular dimension of the HVAC
tan (θu1 ) =
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duct. Therefore, the diﬀerence between the height of the transmitter and the receiver inside the duct
will be fairly small, i.e., zT − zR = δ can be ignored. Therefore,
pu
tan (θu1 ) ≈
(4)
2d − 2zT
If a ray is reﬂected twice, once from the upper wall at R1 and then from the lower wall at R2 , then pu
can be divided into three parts as pu = pu1 + pum + pu2 (following the same approach as one reﬂection
case, see Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Ray tracing with two reﬂections inside the HVAC duct.
If a ray is reﬂected twice, once from the upper wall R1 and then from the lower wall R2 , then pu
can be divided into three parts as pu = pu1 + pum + pu2 (following the same approach as one reﬂection
case, see Fig. 2). The angle which the transmitted wave makes with the normal to the upper duct wall
is represented as θu2 . Further this angle will be the same as the angle which the reﬂected wave will make
with the normal to the lower duct wall and so on. Therefore, for the distance between the transmitter
Tx and reﬂection point R1 the tangent of the angle θu2 can be represented as
pu1
(5)
tan (θu2 ) =
d − zT
For the last part of the distance between the reﬂection point R2 and receiver Rx , the angle θu2 can be
represented as
pu2
(6)
tan (θu2 ) =
zR
For the distance pum the angle can be written as
pum = tan (θu2 ) [d − zR + zR ] = d tan (θu2 )

(7)

From Eqs. (5), (6), and (7), we get,
pu
pu
(8)
≈
2d − zT + zR
2d
The last part of Eq. (8) is calculated using zT − zR = δ  d. Following the above approach, we calculate
the incident angle for a ray that gets reﬂected n times. We consider that an upward-directed ray makes
an angle θun and a downward-directed ray makes an angle θln at each reﬂection point. Then, the tangent
of these angles is given, respectively, as (see Appendix A)
pu
(9)
tan (θun ) =
r [1 + 2n − (−1)n ] +z [(−1)n − 1]
pl


(10)
tan (θln ) =
n
r [−1 + 2n + (−1) ] +z (−1)n+1 + 1
tan (θu2 ) =

The distance of the nth order reﬂection point from the transmitter is given by the denominator of
Eq. (10). Similar calculations have been done earlier in case of the tunnels, but there are several
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diﬀerences between these two studies. The frequency considered in [5] is 1 MHz which presents a
completely diﬀerent situation than the frequencies in the mm-wave band. Secondly, the materials used
in the construction of the tunnel have a relative permittivity which is not encountered in the case of
HVAC duct as these are made up of galvanized steel in general. Thirdly, the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver considered in the case of tunnels is in kilometers, whereas the work in this
paper is particularly targeting indoor communication restricting the distance to a few meters. Lastly,
HVAC ducts will always have smooth wall surface and symmetric shapes compared to the tunnels,
which justiﬁes the use of geometric optics to calculate the angles made by the diﬀerent incident rays.
Note — due to the smooth and polished interior surface of the HVAC duct, the propagation-mechanism
scattering will be limited and therefore, is not considered as a crucial hindrance in this study.
Another important parameter is the loss in the electric ﬁeld energy due to the reﬂection at the duct
walls. In general, Fresnel law deﬁnes the reduction in the EM wave’s energy after every reﬂection in
terms of the Fresnel reﬂection coeﬃcients. However, since the HVAC ducts are made using galvanized
steel, the reﬂection coeﬃcient is simpliﬁed to −1. Consider a total of M rays with each ray getting
reﬂected N times. The θ component of the radiated electric ﬁeld amplitude in the spherical coordinate
system from a half-wave dipole antenna can be written as


kl
cos
cos (θ)
jηI
2
e−jkr
(11)
Eθ (r,θ) =
2πr
sin (θ)

where I is the input current in the antenna; η = μ0 /0 is the intrinsic impedance of the vacuum
with μ0 and 0 denoting the permeability and permittivity of free space, respectively; k = 2π/λ is the
wavenumber; l is the length of the antenna, which is approximately λ/2 for a half-wave dipole; and r
is the distance between the transmitter and the point of observation in the farﬁeld zone. r will be very
small (4 cm) and close to the transmitting antenna because of the antenna size and the frequency of
operation. For a half-wave dipole, the electric ﬁeld in the r and φ directions in the spherical coordinate
system are zero. Hence, we focus on the electric-ﬁeld in the θ direction. The electric ﬁeld will be the
same at every point at a distance r and at an angle θ from the antenna. The radiation intensity U (θφ)
can be calculated as


2 π cos (θ)
cos
ηI 2
ηI 2
r2
2
≈ 2 sin3 (θ)
(12)
U (θ, φ) = |Eθ (r, θ)|2 = 2
2
2η
8π
8π
sin (θ)
The above approximation is considered for θ ∈ [0, π], which is the range of interest. The average
Poynting vector WT can be calculated from the radiation intensity as
WT =
The total radiated power is PT =

U 1
ηI 2
2
|E
=
(r,
θ)|
≈
sin3 (θ)
θ
r 2 2η
8π 2 r 2

2π π 2
0
0 r WT
2π

sin(θ)dθdφ. Equivalently, we have,

π

PT =

U (θ, φ) sin (θ) dθdφ =
0

(13)

0

2.43η |I|2
8π

(14)

From Eqs. (13) and (14), we can see that the directivity of the half-wave dipole antenna is given by
DT = 4π max(U )/PT = 4πη|I|2 /8π 2 PT ≈ 1.65. Further, for the transmitting antenna, DT is also
related to the antenna gain GT and radiation eﬃciency ςT as
DT =

GT
ςT

(15)

Hence, we have
PT sin3 (θ)
Pin ζT sin3 (θ)
Pin GT
=
=
(16)
2
2
2.435πr
2.435πr
4πr 2
where θ = 90◦ is assumed due to the antenna’s orientation. When the antenna introduces the electric
ﬁeld in the HVAC duct, the ﬁeld rays either reach the receiver directly or by reﬂection from the HVAC
WT =
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duct walls. The number of rays which will contribute to the received electric ﬁeld depend on the type
of the antenna and its beamwidth. For a ray rd which reaches the receiver directly, the radiated electric
ﬁeld will be given as Ed (rd , θ)=Eθ e−jkL /L. The average Poynting vector for this component of the ﬁeld
is,
1
1 Eθ −jkL 2
Wd = |Ed |2 =
e
(17)
2η
2η L
The distance rd will be equal to the length of the HVAC duct, i.e., rd =L. For the rays which suﬀer one
θ −jkr1
.
reﬂection before reaching the receiver, the radiated electric ﬁeld can be given as E1 (r1 , θ) = −E
r1 e
Hence,
1
1 Eθ −jkr1 2
e
(18)
W1 = |E1 |2 =
2η
2η r1

In Eq. (9), we substitute n = 1 to get the distance r1 as r1 = L2 + (r[1 + 2 − (−1)]+z[(−1) − 1])2 .
Similarly, for the mth ray which suﬀers n reﬂections, the radiated electric ﬁeld is given as
θ −jkrn
. Furthermore,
Em (rn , θ)=(−1)n E
rn e
Wm =

1
1 Eθ −jkrn
|Em |2 =
e
2η
2η rn

2

(19)


where rn = L2 + (r[1 + 2n − (−1)n ]+z[(−1)n − 1])2 . The total electric ﬁeld received at the receiver
from all the M rays can be given as
M

Er =Ed +

Em =
m=1

Eθ −jkL
e
+
L

M

(−1)m
m=1

Eθ −jkrm
e
rm

(20)

M is calculated by converting the spherical coordinates to Cartesian coordinates x = sin(φ) and
y = cos(φ) where φ is the beamwidth and considering antenna’s orientation θ = 90◦ . For this work,
we consider the mesh size in Cartesian coordinates to be 10 × 10, so maximum number of rays which
can be transmitted will be M = (10 − x) × (10 − y). Consequently, the maximum power PR received
at the receiver is given in terms of the average Poynting vector and the maximum eﬀective area of the
receiving antenna AR,e as
E 2 e−jkL
|Er |2
AR,e = θ
+
PR =
2η
2η
L

M
m=1

2

e−jkrm
AR,e
rm

(21)

In general, the diﬀerent rays arrive at diﬀerent angles, resulting in the eﬀective receiving area
that is depending on the angle of arrival of each multipath. In this paper, however, we consider he
maximum possible eﬀective area. As will be shown in the Results section, for the practical parameters,
the above approximation yields fairly accurate results. From Eq. (13), we can substitute WT = |Eθ |2 /2η
in Eq. (21), which results in,
PR =WT

e−jkL
+
L

M
m=1

e−jkrm
rm

2

AR,e

Pin GT e−jk(L+r)
+
=
4πr 2
L

M
m=1

e−jk(rm +r)
rm

2

AR,e

(22)

The eﬀective area of the receiving antenna is given as AR,e = λ2 DR /4π where λ is the wavelength, and
DR denotes the directivity of the receiving antenna. For the receiving antenna when radiation eﬃciency
ςR ≈ 1 is considered and the receiving antenna has the gain GR , we have AR,e = λ2 GR /4π. Therefore,
using the value of AR,e in Eq. (22), the maximum total received power PR can be written as
λ2 Pin GT GR e−jk(L+r)
+
PR =
16π 2
L

M
m=1

e−jk(rm +r)
rm

2

(23)

Moreover, an important factor while the HVAC duct is characterized as a viable communication link is
the consideration of the temperature and the density of the moisture vapor present in the air ﬂowing
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through the duct. The attenuation due to the atmospheric gases ﬂowing inside the HVAC duct is
given by φg = φd + φm , where φd and φm represent the attenuation caused by the dry air and the
moisture vapor, respectively. The attenuation caused by dry air is due to its pressure and atmospheric
temperature. For, 57 GHz ≤ f ≤ 63 GHz, this parameter is given by [7]
(f − 60) (f − 63)
(f − 57) (f − 60)
− 1.66rp2 rt8.5 (f − 57) (f − 63) + γ63
18
18
are zero for 57 GHz ≤ f ≤ 63 GHz. However, for f ≤ 57 GHz,

φd = γ57
where γ57 and γ63

γ57

0.0073f 2 rp2 rt3
0.0075f 2 rp2 rt2
= 2
+
f + 0.351rp2 rt2 (f − 57)2 + 2.44rp2 rt5

(24)

(25)

while γ63 = 0. For 63 GHz ≤ f ≤ 350 GHz, and γ57 = 0
γ63 =

f 2 rt3.5 rp2
rt3.5 f 3.5 rp2
0.004f 2 rt2 rp2
0.00028f 2 rt4 rp2
−
+
+
5 × 106
4.2 × 1015 (f − 63)2 + 1.5rp2 rt5 (f − 118.75)2 + 2.84rp2 rt2

(26)

In the above, f [GHz] is the frequency; rp = p/1013; rt = 288/T ; p [hPa] is the dry atmospheric pressure;
and T is the atmospheric temperature in Kelvin. The attenuation coeﬃcient of moisture vapor depends
on the density of moisture vapor ρ in g/m3 and is given by [7]
φm =

rt2 rp f 2 ρ
rt rp f 2.5 ρ
0.0004rt rp f 2 ρ
ρ2 rt8 f 2
+
+
+
3 × 105
6 × 106 1.3 × 107 (f − 22.235)2 + 9.81rp2 rt
+

0.001rt2 rp f 2 ρ
(f − 183.31)2 + 11.85rp2 rt

+

4.01 × 10−4 rt2 rp
(f − 325.153) 2 + 10.44rp2 rt

(27)

The received power PR at the receiving antenna incorporating the attenuation due to the
temperature, pressure, and the moisture content of the gases ﬂowing through the HVAC duct is given
by,
M

λ2 PT GT GR e−jk(L+r)
e−jk(rm +r)
+
PR =
16π 2 φg
L
rm
m=1

2

(28)

The path loss is deﬁned as P L (dB) = 10 log10 (PT /PR ). The received signal strength indicator (RSSI
dBm) takes into account the path loss suﬀered by the rays while traveling through the HVAC duct and
is given as [1]
RSSI = EIRP − P L (dB)
(29)
where EIRP is the eﬀective isotropic radiated power from the transmitter and measured in dBm.
4. RESULTS
We consider a rectangular HVAC duct for the 3D ray-tracing simulation, as the ray-tracing eﬀects for
the cylindrical and the rectangular HVAC duct will be similar due to the dimension of the HVAC duct
compared to the wavelength of the mm-wave traveling through it. We have assumed that the focus
eﬀects/caustics are small with the assumption of the smooth curved surface of the conducting walls of
HVAC ducts. The assumption is based on the reasoning that the free-space wavelength of the mm-waves
frequency is extremely small compared to the curvature of the HVAC duct. However, in most cases, for
cylindrical surfaces caustics will take place and will result in spatial attenuation which is governed by
the modiﬁed radii of the curvatures of the reﬂected wavefronts [38]. The dimension of the HVAC duct
considered for the simulation is 9 cm × 9 cm. Fig. 3 shows the HVAC duct with the transmitter and the
receiver at the two ends of the duct. As the receiver can be placed anywhere in the duct to capture
the signa, a section in the center of the HVAC duct is considered as the receive. We can observe the
diﬀerent LOS rays as well as rays experiencing multiple reﬂections from the duct walls traveling between
the transmitter and the receiver. The beamwidth of the transmitter antenna decides the number and
the incident angle of the rays.
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Figure 3. 3D ray tracing inside the HVAC duct with transmitter and receiver at the two ends.
Figure 4 shows the variation of received signal strength indicator (RSSI) for HVAC duct of length
1 m. In Fig. 4, RSSI due to the LOS rays is considered. As the HVAC duct considered for the 3D
RT simulation is straight, most of the incident rays reach the receiver without suﬀering any reﬂection.
The RSSI level for the LOS case is around −23 dBm. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show the resulting RSSI due
to the rays suﬀering one and two reﬂections before reaching the receiver present on the other end of
the HVAC duct. The rays are launched at an angle that is conﬁned to ±30◦ around the transmitter
antenna. Therefore, the rays will have diﬀerent incident angles and will follow the path accordingly.
The RSSI level for the one reﬂection case is around −24 dBm and for the two-reﬂection case is around
−25.5 dBm. We assume that the transmitter eﬀective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is 7 dBm.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4. (a) LOS RSSI (dBm) for a HVAC duct length of 1 m. (b) First reﬂection RSSI (dBm) for a
HVAC duct length of 1 m. (c) Second reﬂection RSSI (dBm) for a HVAC duct length of 1 m.
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the RSSI obtained through the experiment (Exp) and the
ray-tracing simulation (RT Sim) as described in this paper. In [1], we performed the experiments with a
circular HVAC duct of diameter 12.7 cm and made of galvanized steel. For the experiment we used the
Tensorcom chipsets TC60G-USB3-EVB as the transmitter and receiver with the π/2-BPSK and 1/2
coding rate with a bandwidth of 2.16 GH. The chipsets come with a Linux based speed test application

Figure 5. Comparison of RSSI obtained through experimental and ray tracing simulation results for
HVAC duct lengths of 1 m, 2 m, 4 m, and 8 m.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. (a) First reﬂection RSSI (dBm) with antenna beamwidth ±30◦ . (b) First reﬂection RSSI
(dBm) with antenna beamwidth ±60◦ . (c) First reﬂection RSSI (dBm) with antenna beamwidth ±90◦ .
which we used to evaluate the RF performance of HVAC ducts as well as free space. Using the 3D raytracing simulations and calculating RSSI, we have veriﬁed the theoretical and experimental results [1, 2].
We obtain RSSI values of −27 dBm, −30 dBm, −35 dBm, and −40 dBm for a straight HVAC duct with
the length of 1 m, 2 m, 4 m, and 8 m, respectively. We note that the 3D ray-tracing and the equations
presented in the previous section are for the maximum possible received power. Hence, the observed
RSSI over the frequency range remains below the simulation results. The diﬀerence proves to be only
a few dB for most frequencies considered. In general, the results prove the validity and eﬃcacy of the
3D ray-tracing method described in calculating the value of RSSI.
The total number of rays launched in the HVAC duct for the 3D ray-tracing simulation depends
on the beamwidth of the antenna used. On varying the antenna beamwidth, the total number of rays
launched will vary and will lead to diﬀerent values of RSSI obtained. However, in most practical antenna
designs, the goal is to ﬁnd a balance between the beamwidth and directivity of the antenna because as
the beamwidth increases, the directivity of the antenna decrease. The antenna used in the experimental
work [1, 2] has a beamwidth of ±30◦ . However, to show the eﬀect of the beamwidth or the total number
of rays launched, we compare the RSSI values obtained by ray-tracing simulation for three diﬀerent
beamwidths of ±30◦ , ±60◦ , and ±90◦ for HVAC duct of length 1 m in Fig. 6. We observe that, in this
case, as we consider the broader beamwidth, a larger number of rays reach the receiver, and thereby we
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observe an increased RSSI.
The experiment is done using HVAC ducts which are not installed in the buildings, due to which
the RSSI results do not account for the temperature and moisture content of the air ﬂowing through
the HVAC duct. In Fig. 7, we present a comparison of the experimental RSSI values and the RSSI
obtained using Eq. (29) which incorporates temperature and pressure of the air ﬂowing the HVAC duct
through the parameter φg . Air pressure is calculated based on the standards for the air ﬂowing through
the HVAC ducts for a given temperature. RSSI values obtained for a temperature range of 288.15 K to
30.15 K are shown in Fig. 7 and compared with the RSSI values obtained using 3D ray tracing simulation
without considering any temperature or pressure of the air ﬂowing through the HVAC duct. Further, the
results are also compared with the free space path loss (FSPL), which takes place at 60 GHz for diﬀerent
path lengths. We can see from Fig. 7 that the RSSI values for the diﬀerent values of temperature are
almost similar, concluding that the variation in temperature does not have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on RSSI.
However, on comparing the RSSI results obtained by considering the temperature eﬀects to the case
when we ignore the eﬀect of temperature and pressure of the air ﬂowing the duct, we observe that the
latter is decreased by around 3 dBm for distances up to 4 m and 6 dBm for 8 m. It can also be concluded
from Fig. 7 that the RSSI values obtained for the HVAC duct are much higher than those obtained
through free space, thereby justifying the use of the HVAC ducts to distribute mm-wave signal.

Figure 7. RSSI obtained through RT simulation with and without atmospheric temperature and
pressure for HVAC duct. FSPL is shown for comparison.
Figure 8 shows the comparison of the RSSI value obtained using the ray-tracing method described
in this paper, while considering the moisture vapor density (g/m3 ) of the air ﬂowing through the HVAC
duct. The moisture vapor density is varied between 1140 g/m3 and 1200 g/m3 , and RSSI values are
calculated for diﬀerent duct lengths varying from 1 m to 8 m. Contrary to Fig. 7 where temperature has
minimal eﬀect on the RSSI values, moisture vapor density shows signiﬁcant eﬀect on the values of RSSI
obtained for diﬀerent lengths of HVAC duct. On comparing the RSSI results obtained by considering
the moisture vapor density to the case where we ignore the presence of the moisture vapor, we observe
that the RSSI is decreased by 11 dBm for distances of up to 4 m and 14 dBm for 8 m in the presence
of moisture. However, the results obtained are around 10 dBm above those obtained when considering
free space propagation. The point to note in Fig. 8 is that, while we did the theoretical analysis of RSSI
values obtained considering the air with moisture vapors present in it, in most practical scenarios, HVAC
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Figure 8. RSSI obtained through RT simulation considering moisture vapor density present in air
ﬂowing through the HVAC duct.

Figure 9. Comparison of RSSI obtained through 3D RT simulation, results from [9, 10] and FSPL.
ducts will not carry the air with moisture vapor. So, it suﬃces to say that HVAC duct outperforms the
free space propagation in every situation.
In [9], the authors calculate the RSSI in the case of indoor communication where the transceiver is
equipped to perform various beamforming techniques. The paper [9] considers indoor communication
at 60 GHz, and the distance between the transmitter and receiver is 7 m. Similarly, the authors in [10]
perform ray-tracing simulation considering the directional antennas for the indoor communication
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environment at 60 GHz and record the values of the RSSI for the diﬀerent receiver locations up to
a distance of 8 m. The results from [9, 10] and the FSPL are compared to the RSSI values obtained
through the RT simulation performed with the HVAC duct, without considering any air ﬂowing, with
air having a temperature of 30.15 K and with air having moisture vapor density of 1140 g/m3 in Fig. 9.
This ﬁgure shows that HVAC duct ray-tracing simulation results outperform all the previously recorded
values of RSSI at 60 GHz for indoor communication and for similar separation distance and from FSPL
by a margin of around 20 dBm. Table 1 gives an overview of the performance comparison of HVAC
ducts with some of the other recent methodologies and studies done for millimeter wave communication.
Further comparison results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of RSSI obtained through the use of HVAC duct and RSSI obtained using other
techniques.
Ref.
[7]

Dist. Frequency
2m

70 GHz

[8]

5m

60 GHz

[9]

6m

58.5 GHz

[10]

4.5 m

60 GHz

[11]

4m

60 GHz

[12]

4m

60 GHz

[13]

5.4 m

60 GHz

[14]

10 m

60 GHz

[15]

6m

60 GHz

Technique Used

Measurement

Ray-Tracing

RSSI
(dBm)

Beam-forming

Custom mm-wave CS

Custom 3D

−91

-

Ray launching RT

−80

Clustering and diﬀuse

−70

Directional high gain antenna
with max. ray beamforming
Q-D channel with fading

Custom channel sounder

Biconical omnidirectional

Custom channel

antennas

sounding system

scattering model
-

−85

-

−85

SiBeam Phased array

Scenargie RT simulator

−50

Beam-forming

Custom mm-wave CS

-

−90

-

Hittite HMC6000LP711E

Polarimetric diﬀuse

Custom channel

scattering channel model

sounding system

Ray path inference by beam
pattern of phased array

Omnidirectional antenna SAGE 5836230230-15-S1

-

−100

Custom 3D in MATLAB

−85

FSPL 8 m

60 GHz

-

-

-

−68

HVAC 8 m

60 GHz

Without air

Custom mm-wave CS

Custom 3D IM in MATLAB

−47

HVAC 8 m

60 GHz

Air at a temp. of 288.15 K

Custom mm-wave CS

Custom 3D IM in MATLAB

−47

60 GHz

Air with moisture
of density 1200 g/m3

Custom mm-wave CS

Custom 3D IM in MATLAB

−57

HVAC 8 m

5. CONCLUSION
A 3-dimensional (3D) ray-tracing tool to justify the use of HVAC ducts for the distribution of mm-wave
signals was proposed. The 3D ray tracing tool is subjected to the condition of operation in mm-wave
frequency band and for symmetrical structures, which lead to the reduction in the time and memory
required to run the simulation. We incorporated the attenuation parameters due to the dry air and
moisture vapor ﬂowing through the HVAC duct. The results obtained from the ray-tracing were further
utilized to calculate RSSI. With transmitter EIRP of 7 dBm, we obtain RSSI which varies between
−24 dBm and −38 dBm for dry atmospheric pressure and temperature of 1013.25 hPa and 294.26 K,
respectively, and duct lengths up to 8 m at 60 GHz. The results were compared with the experimental
results, and we observe that the 3D ray tracing results closely match the experimental results, which
further justiﬁes the use of HVAC ducts for the distribution of mm-wave signals in an indoor environment.
Future work will include extending the 3D ray tracing simulation for the HVAC ducts with diﬀerent
shapes and bends.
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APPENDIX A.
In order to arrive at the general expression of the angle of incident, we consider a situation where three
reﬂections have occurred. For a ray which undergoes three reﬂections, pu can be divided into six parts
as pu =pu1 +pu2 +pu3 +pu4 +pu5 +pu6 as shown in Fig. A1. The angle which the transmitted wave makes
with the normal to the upper duct wall is represented as θu3 .

Figure A1. Ray tracing with three reﬂections inside the HVAC duct.
Therefore, the distances between the transmitter Tx , diﬀerent reﬂection points and the receiver Rx ,
the tangent of the angle θu3 can be represented as θu3 .
Therefore, the distances between the transmitter Tx , diﬀerent reﬂection points and the receiver Rx ,
the tangent of the angle θu3 can be represented as
pu1
pu2
pu3
pu4
pu5
pu6
pu
pu
∼
(A1)
=
=
=
=
=
=
tan (θu3 ) =
=
d − zT
d − zR
zR
zR
d − zR
d − zR
d − zT + 3d − zR
4d − 2z
The last part of Eq. (A1) is calculated using zT ∼
= zR . Also, using the process described above,
we can calculate the perpendicular distance between the reﬂection points and the projections for a ray
that undergoes n odd or even number of reﬂections. For a ray that makes odd number of reﬂections,
the total perpendicular distance will be equal to
(d − zT ) + n (d − zR ) + (n − 1) zR

(A2)

Similarly, for a ray that makes even number of reﬂections, the total perpendicular distance will be
equal to
(A3)
(d − zT ) + (n − 1) (d − zR ) + nzR
Using Eqs. (A2), (A3), and assuming that zT ∼
= zR , we arrive at the denominator in Eq. (9).

Figure A2. Ray tracing with one reﬂection inside the HVAC duct.
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For the rays which are directed in the downward direction, we perform similar steps as that for the
upward directed rays to arrive at Eq. (10). For a ray which has one reﬂection point R1 on the lower
duct wall (Fig. A2), pl = pl1 + pl2 . The tangent of the angle which the ray makes with the lower duct
wall is given in terms of pl as
pl1
pl2
pl
pl
tan (θl1 ) =
=
=
≈
(A4)
zT
zR
zT + zR
2zT
If a ray is reﬂected twice (Fig. A3), once from the lower wall R1 and then from the upper wall R2 , then
pl can be divided into four parts as pl = pl1 + pl2 + pl3 + pl4 . The angle which the transmitted wave
makes with the normal to the lower duct wall is represented as θl2 .

Figure A3. Ray tracing with two reﬂections inside the HVAC duct.
Therefore, the tangent of the angle θl2 can be represented as
pl1
pl4
pl3
pl2
pl
pl
(A5)
=
=
=
=
≈
tan (θl2 ) =
zT
d − zR
d − zR
zR
zT + 2 (d − zR ) + zR
2d
If a ray is reﬂected three times (Fig. A4), twice from the lower wall R1 and R3 and once from
the upper wall R2 , then pl can be divided into six parts as pl = pl1 + pl2 + pl3 + pl4 + pl5 + pl6 . The
angle which the transmitted wave makes with the normal to the lower duct wall is represented as θl3 .
Therefore, the tangent of the angle θl3 can be represented as
pl1
pl2
pl3
pl4
pl5
pl6
=
=
=
=
=
tan (θl3 ) =
zT
zR
d − zR
d − zR
zR
zR
pl
pl
pl
(A6)
=
=
≈
zT + 2 (d − zR ) + 3zR
2d + zT + zR
2d + 2z
The last part of Eq. (A6) is calculated using zT ∼
= zR . For a ray that makes odd number of reﬂections,
the total perpendicular distance will be equal to
(A7)
zT + (n − 1) (d − zR ) + nzR

Figure A4. Ray tracing with three reﬂections inside the HVAC duct.
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Similarly, for a ray that makes even number of reﬂections, the total perpendicular distance will be equal
to
(A8)
zT + n (d − zR ) + (n − 1) zR
Using Eqs. (A7), (A8) and assuming zT ∼
= zR , we arrive at Eq. (10).
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